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Stayin' Alive [Vidding Exercise]
by hardboiledbaby

Summary

A one-minute video edit of a side character

Notes

Vexercise 04, OG version!
For more details and to see other participants' vids, go to the Vexercise 04 post at the
Dreamwidth community.

See the end of the work for more notes

http://archiveofourown.org/users/hardboiledbaby/pseuds/hardboiledbaby
https://vexercises.dreamwidth.org/15441.html
https://vexercises.dreamwidth.org/


Vexercise 04

Produce a 1 minute video edit from your selected source focusing on a side character, making
them the central character of your vid. Audio can be of your choosing.



End Notes

Thinky thoughts:

The concept for this one came together without any difficulty: Huggy is one of the Inner
Circle, after all, and the song pretty much selected itself. Long live disco! 😉

I ended up pulling from eps in all four seasons again. The Bear gets around, y'know? 🤣
Since the exercise wasn't focused on a particular editing technique, I decided to work on titles
and transitions. After a few false starts, I think I'm starting to get the hang of it. I was also
able to tweak things without messing up other parts of the track, which is a huge relief. Less
headdesking ftw! The timing on some clips worked out really well. The overall length is a
little over a minute, but it feels shorter, maybe because of the music's tempo.

I'm rather chuffed with how this turned out. Progress, yay!

Please drop by the Archive and comment to let the creator know if you enjoyed their work!
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